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Abstract: The experiment in this paper explores the nature of
intonation in a language which has lexical tone, In a pilot
study it was found that a method of accounting· for tone
preservation (the identifiability of lexical tones in sentence
contexts) which included a declining tone space was better suited
to the task than one which assumed a level tone space, The main
experiment attempted to separate and observe the contributions to
this general downtrend made by boundary effects, tonal
interaction and declination, There appears to be evidence for
one type of boundary effect (initial raising) and declination,
The data of this experiment were not consistent with the presence
of the other type of boundary effect (final lowering) or tonal
interaction factors, Two important variables were manipulated in
this experiment. First, the length of a test sentence was
manipulated on the assumption that longer sentences would show a
greater decline of FO if there was a declination effect. Second,
the discourse position of test sentences was varied (from
discourse medial to discourse final) as a test for the effect of
discourse final lowering,
1.

Introduction

Observation of tone and intonation patterns in many, languages has
often revealed a tendency for fundamental frequency to decline over the
course of an utterance (Ladd 1983, Cohe·n, C,ollier and >t Hart 1982), In
this paper, I will call this general phenomenon by the theory-neutral term
'downtrend', Pierrehumbert and her colleagues, in their research on
intonation patterns in English and Japanese, have identified several
potential contributing factors to downtrend (Pierrehumbert 1980, Liberman
and Pierrehumbert 1984, Beckman and Pierrehumbert 1986).
One class of factors, boundary effects, has to do with the
intonational marking of prosodic units (prosodic phrases or possibly larger
units of prosodic organization), Just as prosodic boundaries can be marked
by a durational process like final lengthening in many languages, they are
also si_gnaled in English by intonational processes. The two types of
intonational processes most often mentioned are final lowering and initial
raising.1 These terms refer to the tendency forFOto fall at the ends of
prosodic units and for units to start with a relatively high FO, The
combined result of these intonational boundary effects is an overall drop
in FO within prosodic units,
1 In non-tone languages boundary tones are often used in the description of
intonation (Pierrehumbert 1980 for example), This does not seem to be a
possibility in Cantonese because tonal dist.inctions are preserved before
boundaries, .as elsewhere,
·
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Tonal interaction is another source of FO patterns which exhibit
downtrend. The proto-typical case in which the interaction between tones
results in downtrend is known: as do'wnstep. · This phenomenon, often found in
African languages, is probably best characterized as a lowering of pitch
range following the occurrence of a low tone. Thus, the second high tone
in a sequence HLH is lower than the first high tone in the sequence.
bownstep and other kinds of tonal interaction are called tone sandhi when
they occur in East Asian languages, although it should be noted that not
all types of tone sandhi produce downtrend.
One other type of factor which may result in downtrend is declination.
Ladd (1983) defines declination as 'a gradually changing backdrop to local
FO events' (p. 54). Unlike boundary effects and tonal interacti'on,
declination is an effect which operates over the entire duration of a
phonological unit (exactly what constitutes the domain for declination is
not yet clear).
In this paper the presence of a declination factor (as a backdrop to
other FO events) in speech production is tested. Robert Ladd (1983)
suggests two methods for testing a declination-as-frame-of-reference
hypothesis. The first of these two suggestions derives a test from the
fact that in a declination-as-frame-of-reference model, declination is a
function of time.
Thus, 'the.difference in FO between two accent peaks
should correlate with the length of the interval between them' (p. 67).
Second, Ladd suggests the 'detailed phonetic study' of tone languages as a
method of testing for declination. The advantage of studying a tone
language is that 'the phonological identity or non-identity of points in
contours could be much more rigorously controlled, and mean values could be
·obtained from phonologically comparable cases' (p. 69).
The language under study in this paper is Cantonese. It has been
described as a language 'rich in the number of tones' (six in the. standard
descriptions) and 'rather poor in tone sandhi 1 (Hashimoto 1972, p. 112).
The six lexical tones found in Cantonese are: high level (55), high rising
(35), high mid (33), mid rising (23), low mid (22) and low level (11).
(These are the same tone numbers·as were assigned by Wong, 1982, with one
minor change - 11 for 21.) This description of the inventory of tones is
based on FO analysis made. of isolated pronunciations of a minimal set with
the segments [f/\n] as produced by one speaker. The FO patterns of the six
different lexical tones of Cantonese are shown in figure 1. A description
in terms of tone numbers is also indicated on this figure, The figure
s·hows that the tones are more different from each other toward the end of
the syllable than they are at the beginning. For this reason in all FO
measurements in sentence context in this paper I measured the FO of a tone
at the end of the syllable upon which it occurs.
In figure 2 the data of figure 1 are presented as percentages of, the
FO envelope defined by the highest and lowest tones. In this figure the
highest tone was defined as 100% of the possible range for tones and the
lowest one was given the value 0%. The other tones were computed as
percentages of this tone space.
The lack of tone sandhi in Cantonese seems to imply that· tonal
interaction phenomena can be eliminated from consideration prima facie.
Casual observation indicates that even without tonal interaction downtrend
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Figure.!_:

FO patterns of the six different lexical tones of Cantonese.

is present in Cantonese. For instance, in sentences in which all of the
words have high tones the later occurring high tones have lower FO than
earlier ones. It is also the case that the identities of tones are
preserved in sentence context. Hashimoto (1972) desc.ribes this tone
preservation: 'Except for unstressed syllables, almost every syllable is
pronounced with the same tone in isolation that it bears in sequence' (p.
112).

'-/

In a pilot study I examined the
possibility of accounting for tone
preservation by the inclusion of a
declination component in the description
of Cantonese intonation. The study was an
investigation of the FO ·patterns of a
portion of a corpus of sentences which
were originally recorded during a field
methods class at Ohio State. As such, the
co.rpus was no.t designed to meet any
particular qualifications but rather was a
random collection of sentences.
The
sentences included in this study all
exhibited the following pattern: there
was a high-level or high-rising tone early
in the sentence and one near the end of
the sentence. Also, there was a low tone
early in the sentence and one late in the
sentence.
These four words in
each
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Figure~:
Tones in
isolation as percent
of the tone. space.
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sentence served to define an FO envelope (which I will also call a tone
space) within which the other tones in the sentence occurred, Seven
sentences in the corpus.met this description and so the resul_ts reported
here are based on the analysis of tones in these seven sentences, In
pract·ice this method of defining an FO envelope resulted in a declining
tone space, and so it will be referred to hereafter as the declining tone
space model,
An alternative to the des~ription of the tones in a sentence in terms
of their position in an envelope defined by four words is to assume a level
envelope defined by an early high tone and an early low tone, This
approach assumes that there is no declination effect. It also assumes that
there are no tonal interaction or boundary effects, Because this method of
description assumes a level FO envelope it will be called the level tone
space model,
The sentence shown in figure 3 illustrates the application of the
declining tone space model. In this ~igure a top line was fitted ffgm the
A
end of the FO trace for the word [jy 3 J to the end of the word [s,3 ].
bottom line was drawn from the end of [thiu 11 ] to the end of [jaor 1 ]. The
other tones in the sentence were assigned values which indicate their
relative positions within the space defined by these lines.
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Tone values in a declining tone space,

Applying the level tone space model we could analyze the tones in
t·erms of a tone space in much the same way - the difference being that the
tone space is level rather than declining. Figure 4 is an example of this
approach applied to the same sentence.
The informant for this study was a student at Ohio State at the time
of the recording. She is a native of Hong Kong and her parents both grew
up in Canton, She had been living in the United States for about three
years. All of the recordings were made in an anechoic chamber using high
quality recording equipment. The informant read the sentences from notes
that she had made during the course of the field work class sessions, The
fundamental frequency analysis was performed using the Sift algorithm in
the ILS software package operating on a DEC PDP 11/23 at the Lingui'Stics
Lab at Ohio State.
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The results illustrated in figure 5 indicate that both the declining
tone space and the level tone space models succeed in keeping the lexical
tones separate from each other when averages are considered. Thus, for
example, when all occurrences of the level tones 33 and 22 are considered
their relative average positions within the tone space are distinct, There
is, however, a difference between the two models which is hidden by this
presentation of the data. The difference is that in the level tone space
model there was a good deal more variation in the position of a tone within
the tone space. 35 This is illustrated in figure 4 where the first high
risin2 tone [jy ] is at the top of the range, the oext high rising tone
[kAn~YJ is 29% up in the range and the last one [s~y 3 'J is. at the bottom of
the range,
(a)

(b)
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31%
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18%
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71%

67%

11
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Figure 1= Tone values (a) as percent of declining tone space and (b) as
percent of level tone space,
This figure also presents the possibility that the extra variation
found in the level tone space model was not random but rather was
correlated with the position of the word within a sentence - so that .high
tones early in a sentence would be higher in the range than high tones
later in the sentence. To test for such a correlation between position in
a sentence (as indicated by counting words from the beginning) and position
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within the tone space, r values were computed for both the level and
declining tone space models for each of the six lexical tones.
The· results of. this analysis are shown in Table I, In all. cases the
correlation between sentence position and position in the tone space is
lower for the declining tone space than for the level tone space. And in
most cases there is not the faintest hint of a correlation in the declining
model.
(Interestingly, the rising tones are the exceptions to this
··statement; it is not clear why.)
Table I
r values for tones by sentence position.
Tone number:

55

35

33

11

23

22

.062
,615

,323
.793

.008
,377

.009
.492

,239

.095

Tone space model;
Declining
Level

,820

,725

The results of this pilot study indicate that the phenomenon which I
described earlier as tone preservation can be modeled'(for these sentences)
much. more straightforwardly and simply by the' incorporation of a declining
tone· space in the description of Cantonese tones in sentences; The level
tone space model suffered from the limitation that the value of a tone
within the tone space was dependent upon its location in the sentence.
This runs counter to the native speaker's intuition that tones are
preserved in sentence contexts,
It is also clear that this experiment has some rather severe
limitations, First, the number of sentences analyzed was very small. In
order to make a generalization about Cantonese it wil.l be necessary to
analyze a much larger number of utterances. Second, only utterances from
one subject were analyzed, It may be· that the pattern of results reported
here is simply idiosyncratic with this speaker and has nothing to do with
the speech ·of most Cantonese speakers,
The possibility of cross-language
interference should also be considered. And lastly, the utterances which
were analyzed in this study were all isolated sentences. Hirschberg and
Pierrehumbert (1986) found it more accurate to model final lowering as a
discourse final, gradual decline in pitch range over a time period of half
a second. As such, any tendency for a declining FO across the utterances
in this study may have been due to final lowering rather than declination.
And so the experiment does not. really constitute a test of the declination
hypothesis. Almost all of these considerations were dealt with in the main
experiment.
(The possibility of cross-language interference c·ould not be
adequately addressed because of the nature of the subject pool available in
Columbus.)

2.

Main Experiaent

The limitations of the pilot study were taken into considera'tion and
an experiment was designed which avoided most of the problems which limited
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the interpretability of the pilot, The main difference between the two
experiments was that a corpus of sentences was designed for this experiment
with which the declination hypothesis could be tested,
The materials employed in this experiment incorporated three variables
which tested various factors which may contribute to downtrend, The test
sentences contained two test words which were segmentally sim.ilar and had
the same lexical tone, The factors which were tested were length of test
sentence, medial or final discourse position, and the number of sentence
initial syllables (i.e. the number of syllables before the first test
word),
The predictions of a model which includes declination ver.sus a model
in which there is no declination component are illustrated in Table II, In
this table, an x in a given c.ell means that a factor could or should have
a significant effect, and O means that it should not be significant.
Table II
Predictions for experim.ent 2 from two kinds of models
model

with
declination

without
declination

factor:
lo.ng vs. short

X

discourse position

0

number of sentenceinitial syllables

0

0

X

(final lowering)
X

(initial raising)

If speakers employ some sort of declination component the length
factor should prove to be significant. It is, of course, possible that the
length factor may be confounded with some other ~ipect of the test
sentences in this experiment, and indeed in at least one test sentence this
appears to have happened (it will be discussed later). When other factors
which contribute to the FO of a sentence are eliminated, the 'no
declination' model predicts that length will not be a significant factor in
FO analysis.
If there is a final lowering factor in Cantonese we would predict that
the discourse position of the test sentence will .be a significant factor.
This involves the assumption that final lowering is an indication of the
end of a discourse and not a feature of every sentence within a discourse
(see Hirschberg and Pierrehumbert 1986).
The presence or absence of initial raising should be indicated by an
interaction of the sentence initial syllables variable with the length
variable and by an overall difference in rate of decline depending on the
number of sentence initial syllables, The interaction is expected because
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one of the test paragraphs confounds the length condition with the initial
syllables variable,
2,1

Methods

The materials were designed to test for the.effects of sentence length
and discourse position on FO, Sentences were constructed in sets of three
which cons.tituted a short discourse, and in which the second and third
sentences were interchangeable, thus allowing for a test of discourse
position (whether the teit sentence was medial or final), Each test
sentence contained two target words (nouns with high level tone), one early
in the sentencei and another later, In one version of each test sentence
,: the interval between the target words was short (from 2 to 5 syllables); in
a second version, the interval between target words was long (from 5 to 8
syllables). In this way the effect of sentence length was included in the
experiment, (The three sentence paragraphs which were used in this
experiment are listed in the Appendix, There were six of these; they will
be referred to as paragraph 1, paragraph 2, and so on,) The structure of
each three sentence paragraph was. thus:
1,
2a.
2b,
3.

First sentence establishes the discourse topic,
First version of the test sentence has a short interval between
the target words.
Second version of the test sentence has a long interval between
the target words.
A filler sentence which can be interchanged with the second
sentence.

These paragraphs were constructed by a native speaker of Cantonese and
fellow linguist (Zheng Sheng Zhang) using target words which were matched
in vowel quality and contained sonorants, Subjects read four versions of
each paragraph (2 intervals (long vs short) X 2 discourse positions (medial
vs final)), The corpus was thus composed of 24 paragraphs, They were
written in traditional characters on separate sheets of paper.
Two speakers read the corpus a total of five times each, Each time
the order of the items was re-randomized, Recordings were made in an
anechoic chamber using high quality recording equipment, The fundamental
frequency analysis was performed on a DEC PDP ~1/23 using the Sift
algorithm (or a modified cepstral processing technique) in the ILS signal
processing software package. The two FO measurements for each test
sentence (measured at the end of each test word as in the first experiment)
were converted to a ratio - TW1/TW2, Thus, for each of the 120 X
2(subjects) productions recorded there was a ratio indicating the relative
,difference between an early and late high tone under the various conditions
be i ng tested.
2,2 Results·
In a repeated measures ANOVA performed on the data from this
experiment the interval between test words proved to be a significant
factor (F(l,1)=59,39, p(.l). The main effect for paragraph number was
marginally significant (F(S,5)=2.23, p=,2002), and the interaction of the
interval and paragraph factors was marginally significant (F(S,5)=2,85,
p=,1378). No other main effects or interactions approached significance.
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Figure 6 presents the results of this experiment, The vertical axis
is the mean ratios of the tes·t words, averaged over the two speakers, In
all cases the ratio is greater than 1.00. This indicates that under all
combinations of treatments the FO of the first test word was on average
higher than the FO of the second test word. In this graph the length of a
bar corresponds to the amount of FO decline over the interval between test
words, The twelve bars drawn in this graph represent the long and short
interval conditions for each of the six paragraphs, The interval main
effect which was reported above can b.e seen in this graph by comparing the
short vs long condition for each paragraph. In all cases the short
interval condition has a smaller amount of decline than does the long
interval condition, As is clear in the paragraphs listed in the appendix
the difference in terms of number of syllables between the long and short
interval conditions is not the same for each paragraph,
Table III lists the differences between long and short interval
conditions in terms of (1) number of syllables and (2) change in average
ratio. There is a rough correspondence among these measurements such that
greater change in' length. corresponds to greater change in ratio, This is
consistent with the hypothesis that a declination component is involved in
the production of intonation in Cantonese.
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Table III
Differences between short and long interval
in number of syllables and in mean ratio of test word FO
Paragraph

Interval length

Change in ratio

5
6

5
4

,1038
,0519
,0236
,0203
,0143'
,0126

3
5
2
3

3

1
2

4

Figure 6 also clearly shows the interaction between the interval and
paragraph number factors, The difference between_the long and· short
interval conditions is much greater for paragraph 5 than for any of the
other paragraphs, This paragraph has not only a difference in the length
of interval- between the short and long interval conditions, but also a
difference in the number of sentence initial syllable~ which precede the
first test word (3 in the short interval, 0 in the long interval sentence),
Thus, the interaction of interval and paragraph factors which is produced
by -the unusually large difference for paragraph 5 seems to be an indication
of an init.ial raising effect, The main effect for paragraph number also
leads to this conclusion, In Table IV the paragraphs are ranked according
to their average ratio (across all other factors). This table also
presents the number of syllables in the -sentence which occur prior to the
· occurrence of the test word. The correlation between overall decline and
position of the first test word relative to the beginning of the sentence
is striking evidence for initial raising.
Table IV
Relationship between number of initial
syllables and FO ratio
Paragraph
6

1

5
2

3
4

Ratio
1. 1383
1.1316
1.1076
1.0808
1.0806
1.0501

Initial syllables
0
1
1.5*
1
2
6

*3 in short version and O in long version thus, 1.5 average.
3,

Discussion

This experiment has identified some of the contributing factors to the
downtrend found in the pilot study, Of the boundary effects, initial
raising seemed to play a part in the realization of FO in these utterances,
while final lowering did not seem to be present, The present experiment
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offers no evidence in favor of positing any tonal interaction effects (if
low level assimilation is not included in this category), Because of the
reports to the effect that tone sandhi is limited in Cantonese, I chose not
to include a test for tonal interaction factors. The possibility of tonal
interaction should, however, be tested in an experiment which manipulates
as an independent variable the identity of the tones which occur between
two test words, Until such an experiment is conducted the question is an
open one.
Finally, this experiment does provide evidence for a declination
effect in Cantonese. It was the explicit goal of the experiment to test
the declination hypothesis in an experiment which took Ladd's (1983)
suggestions into account, The results indicate clearly the presence of a
declination component in the production of FO in Cantonese,
The declination component has a couple of properties which make it
worthy of further study,
First, unlike boundary effects and tonal
interaction, declination is a global factor,
As such it presents
different challenges for explicit descriptive systems: ~or instance,
whether declination should be modeled as a linear or logarithmic function;
whether the rate of decline should be modeled as c.onstant or varying; and
how much preplanning should be included in a model of declination (there is
a tendency for both steeply falling and slowly falling utterances to end at
the same FO), It should be noted that the relative difficulty involved in
modeling declination or the extra power that such a global effect ·adds to
the formal power of the descriptive system is not a valid argument to the
effect that declination is not really a factor in the production of speech,
It is rather only an argument to the effect that declination is relatively
difficult to model or that a powerful formalism is required to describe
this aspect of speech, The presence or absence of d~clination is an
empirical issue which must be decided empirically,
The second interesting property of declination is that it has a
physiological motivation, Unlike boundary effects and tonal interaction
the declination effect seems to have a physiological cause, Lieberman's
(1967) proposal that virtually all FO downtrend in English could be
attributed to declining subglottal pressure has been discredited (see Ohala
1978). However, there is a tendency for a small decline in subglottal
pressure over the course of utterances (Lieberman 1967, Ohala 1978), The
correlation between ·subglottal pressure and FO demonstrated by van den Berg
(1958) leads to the conclusion that if subglottal pressure does decline
during an utterance then th~ potential range for FO will also decline, If
declination is an automatic consequence of speaking while the other
intonational effects discussed here are not, then there is the interesting
possibility that the nonautomatic effects are derived from the more natural
(physiologically motivated) one, This could be an explanation for the fact
that final lowering and initial raising are common while final raising and
initial lower.Ing are not - that downstep is common while upstep isn't,
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Appendix:
I.

1.

Sentence Sets

so• 35 jn\! 23 ke·33 t90•1 21 li•u 35 tou 55 ho• 35 ji,23 tQOI! 11 tQO'IJ 53
all
material~ in all can
do
pack
cases
s¢y35 ka jE• 23
water
thing

2.

(a)

po· 55 [ 1e~55

I t9¢n55 hClI

bottle

11

be

bottle
hClill po•55
be

II.

l

po• 55

glass

le~55

glass

and
le:_55\

l

I

t,;:011

11

ke· 33

made

drinking glass

tQOtillkE,33
made

3.

s¢y35 tho1J33 hnrll kam53 sokll wnkll t~c-35 mnkll thnu21 t~oull kc,33
water bucket be~
metal
or
wood end
made

1.

hnll thi•n55 th901JZl t~i, 35 to, 55 kwo, 33 toJJ 55 thi,n55
insect suff. much more
winter
summer

2.

(a)

~
L1'.'.:_J
must
have

55
hre·IJ

mosquito
incense

and must
have

mosquito net

only

tyi 033 fun 21 tak33 t7B 0k 11 kn•u 33
sleep can
(b)

33
ji·~
must
have

r=:ssl
L.::_j
mosquito
incense

hre,IJ

55

man

iss1

55 . 21 h 21
21
JCl\!
t OIJ
mn·I
~

mosquito
oil

and

mosquito

t<p'IJ33 si•n53 tqi,33 ft.n21 tak33 t~re·kll kn~33
net
only
sleep can

3.

t¢y35 man55 tqan53 hCl!ll mou23 mat55 jE•23 hou 33 pn,n 11 fn•t 33
go~d way of managing
as for mosquito really there is nothing
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III.

1.

r;io•
I

2.

(a)

23

t9£•k
meas.
nt·

55

33

ma•1I
cat

55

33
33 .
33
ho1I
pa k
Ji•m
very naughty

33~
35
t9t•k: ~ t9C1.I"

part. meas.

~

ka1"

kitten
55

n£ ·

55

much

and

. 33
t9£ •k

play

GE]·

kitten

chase

leather ball

kick

t9C1.I"35 ho1Ij3 t9or;i53 ji•33 li·1I23

"

part. meas.

puppy

chase

likes to

h · 21
21
35 th£ •k33 h 21 kh 21
t or;i
ma·~ wa•n
p e~
a1I

roos'ter
(b)

0

much

rooster

likes to

tease

and

play

th£•k33 lex21 khau21
kick
leather ball

.IV.

3.

kh¢y23 fu•n53 heI35 Wa•n35 Sik33 jok55 k£33 j£•35
it
likes
"
play
moving
part. thing

1.

r;io•23 SCI.I"33 101I35 ho1I33 pa•k33 ji•m33
my younger brother very
naughty

2.

(a)

ja1I21 jat55 jatll kh¢Yll kt•33 Sa1l35 tci•.35 1 me~55
is

one

day

he

.POSS. hand finger

tc;o•35 lo•kll h¢y3 3 po· 55
in
(b)

ja~

down

go

I lex"55 J tc;¢n55

one

day

put

end
t01;!33

bottle

21 jat55 jatll kh¢yll
35 tci•35
k£• 33 sau

is

I japll

he

poss.

hand finger

~
end

ham·11
whole,

55r::ssl
po•· ~
entire

put

.in

down

go

bottle

33
totr

"

15

IV.

3.

kh~yll mou23 qi, 23 tsaw 21 wa•n 35 Qok55 khez 35 k&· 33 jc• 23
he have not matter finish play
home
~
poss. thing

V.

1.

SEk 11 ji ·n55 tc,art53 haz 11 hoo 33 wu 53 tqou53 kc 33
smoking
certainly is very
dirty

not send

say

cigarette

cigarette
sa~53

I I
ji•n55

and

turn into ashes

cigarette
paper

turn into

fu,z53 kc,33

completely ashes

VI.

3.

tou33 thcy, 33 tou55 haz 11 ji•n55 thao 35
everywhere
all
be~
cigarette butt

1.

11 .
55
35
33
33
11
55
35
szk · Ji•n
tau hoo kwo•
szk
ji•n
tc,aI
smoking pipe ~ better than smoking cigarette~

2.

(a)

smoking pipe

be have not

smoking pipe not

cigarette butt

looks like cigarette so

have

cigarette

th 00 35 k&•33
butt
3,

si•k33 ji•n55 ta~35 kwoQ 53 t3zn 53 kwo· 33 szk 11 ji•n55 tqaz 35
smoking pipe
clean
more than smoking cigarette

